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 EMPOWER
 THE DRIVE
We are like you. We push ourselves beyond our comfort zone. While others might 
be content with making better machines, we are driven to go beyond—to design 
cars that push human potential. We build technology to enhance your senses, 
striking design that demands a response and performance that makes you feel 
more alive. Prepare to experience the road as it was intended.

infiniti

INFINITI QX60
Empower the drive with versatility. We gave it an 
ingenious, sliding and tilting second-row seat, for 
easy access to the third row. Intelligent All-Wheel 
Drive1 to empower drivers with command and 
control. Family-friendly features like a Rear 
Entertainment System1 with dual 8-inch monitors 
and wireless headphones. And a 295-horsepower 
V6 to keep the driver happy, too. QX60. Enjoy the 
drive, no matter the seat.



 REFINED TO
 STAND OUT
The prominent front and rear of the 
QX60 distinguishes itself with a striking 
balance of function with bold form.

eXterior design

ELEVATED STYLE The unmistakable front and rear fascias of the 
QX60 display signature INFINITI design. From the double-arch grille 
to the LED taillights that accentuate the D-pillar, the confident curves 
captivate attention not usually given to a 7-passenger SUV.

IMMEDIATE SHINE Stylish and functional, xenon HID headlights 
on the QX60 emit a brighter light over halogen bulbs, while the 
INFINITI eye-inspired LED daytime running lights provide another 
level of awareness with its increased visibility.

ILLUMINATE THE DARK See the road more clearly and securely. 
Utilizing LED technology, the fog lights on the QX60 run more 
efficiently and brighter than halogen bulbs to help keep you focused 
on what’s ahead.

ATHLETIC STANCE Large 20-inch alloy wheels not only 
complement the sporty proportions of the QX60, they are 
designed to make handling more responsive. The lightweight 
construction inherently reduces unsprung weight and helps 
contribute to quicker turn-ins.



 Celebrating 
 Your arrival
The QX60 extends a welcome to you—and everyone 
you’re with—thanks to thoughtful conveniences that 
anticipate passengers’ needs on arrival.

personal attention

PERSONALIZED ACCESS As you approach, the INFINITI Intelligent 
Key lets you unlock the doors and liftgate—and even start the engine 
without taking the key out of your pocket or purse. As you enter, it 
slides your seat back for you, then adjusts your steering wheel, outside 
mirrors, climate, audio and driver settings automatically to your 
preferences.1

HANDS-FREE ENTRY Full arms are no barrier to entry. With a swing 
of your foot under the rear bumper, the Motion Activated Liftgate 
automatically opens. No reaching for a button. No fumbling for a key. 
Just hands-free convenience.1,2

SEATING WITH COMFORT Every aspect of your journey is personal. 
Climate-controlled front seats actively circulate cool or warm air 
through the seat bottoms and heated second-row seats contribute to 
keeping everyone in their comfort zones.1

INVITING YOU IN For added convenience and safety, Welcome 
Lighting responds to your presence automatically with a sequence 
of exterior then interior lights. Door handle lights illuminate the ground 
below, then the interior lights glow to help everyone settle in.



 METICULOUS 
 IN EVERY 
 DETAIL
From every seat, the surfaces you see and 
touch are finely crafted from modern 
materials and dedicated to comfort.

interior design

DISTINCTIVE STYLE The first- and second-row leather-
appointed seats feature a unique quilting pattern design that 
runs on both seat back and bottom of the seats, raising the 
level of sophistication.1

UNIQUE INTERIOR ACCENT The QX60 offers a well-
appointed and inviting interior with high-quality materials. 
Maple interior accents give the cockpit a distinctive look and 
merges elegant luxury with modern aesthetics.1

PLEASING TO THE EYES The soothing glow of the Fine 
Vision electroluminescent gauges has been designed to not 
only be brighter, but the contrast delivers information clearly, 
even at a glance.

OPTICAL PERFECTION Where the dashboard meets the 
door or center console, the interior components are assembled 
to look perfect to your eye. This requires an exacting 
manufacturing process that tightens the space in order to 
achieve a seamless design from the driver’s point of view.

CONSISTENT SWITCH FEEL Touch a button. Then touch the 
one next to it. Notice that every button and switch is crafted 
with the same level of precision, so you sense a consistent 
INFINITI feel on your fingertip. With this attention paid to 
a switch, imagine how the remaining surfaces feel.



 MORE SPACE
 TO ENTERTAIN
The open layout and brightness of the QX60 cabin 
creates an environment where personal comfort can 
be found in any seat.

roominess

COMFORT IN EVERY SEAT The Tri-Zone Automatic Temperature 
Control with microfilter indulges those inside with personal comfort. 
For the driver and front-seat passenger, individual climate controls 
are located on the instrument panel, while rear passengers can adjust 
the temperature through controls on the back of the  
center console.

WIDE OPEN VIEW The second- and third-row glass panoramic roof 
elevates your passengers’ viewing pleasure, streaming natural light 
into the cabin. For added comfort, a lightweight sunshade opens and 
closes with the touch of a button.1

PERSONAL ENTERTAINMENT With larger dual 8-inch headrest 
monitors,1 rear-seat passengers can enjoy playing their own movies 
or games, while those in front can relax to their own music. A new 
HDMI port in the rear console expands the possibilities even further.

ABUNDANT SPACE The QX60 provides versatility precisely 
tailored to the needs of every guest. Its low, wide stance helps 
maximize head and hip room for all passengers and the sculpted 
backs of the front seats give rear passengers more legroom.



EASING ADAPTABILITY The third row of the QX60 can effortlessly 
rise with a touch of a button located inside the cargo area. Loading 
and unloading has never been easier.1,2

ACCOMMODATING ACCESS The ingenious, sliding second-row 
seats maximize legroom comfort, making the QX60 the only vehicle in 
its class with the ability to tilt and slide the seat forward on one side, 
even with a child seat installed.3 Enjoy easy access to the third row 
while experiencing exceptional levels of versatility.

TAILORING COMFORT Sliding second-row seats go to lengths to 
make sure your passengers find the room they need. Sliding 5.5 
inches forward and rearward, you can tailor legroom in the second 
or third row.

MAXIMIZE VERSATILITY The expansive interior was intelligently 
designed to adapt its volume to your needs. Optimize your cargo 
capabilities with 60/40-split second-row seats and 50/50-split 
third-row seats that fold virtually flat, providing a surface big 
enough to accommodate almost everything for your journeys.2

fleXiBility

 VERSATILITY
 OPENS UP
 POSSIBILITIES
The ease and intelligence of the QX60 interior 
design adapts to everyone and everything you 
bring with you.

ROW 2 924 mm
LEGROOM



 In touch
 wIth your
 connected
 world
INFINITI InTouch™ makes your world 
flow. Your life is always moving, and 
INFINITI InTouch™ with Navigation which 
seamlessly brings your world into your 
car. Stay ahead and in contact with voice, 
text, calendar, navigation and music.1,6

connectivity

a premIum coNNecTIoN every time you get into the QX60, 
experience a seamless connection with technology that responds like 
the technology you hold in your hand. connecting your smartphone 
to INFINITI InTouch™ with Navigation which brings your world into 
your car, allowing you to catch up on the latest news, listen to your 
playlist, navigate unfamiliar streets or call your friends.

empower Your Touch The INFINITI controller puts simple, 
intuitive control of your technology systems at your fingertips. 
It allows you to interact via the inputs most intuitive to you—
turning ring, touch-screen, input buttons, and even steering wheel 
controls—responding to you rather than you adjusting to it.

hIGh-QuaLITY SouND The unique styling Bose® center point 
system boasts 14 speakers including Driver’s audio stage. each has 
been custom-tuned to deliver rich and realistic 2.0ch. active Noise 
cancellation1 intelligently detects road or wind noise and neutralizes 
it with opposing sound waves for a more serene driving experience.

Speak Your DeSIre INFINITI Voice recognition allows you to set 
a destination on the navigation system, call a contact from your 
phone, choose a radio station and much more—without removing 
your hands from the wheel. The system recognizes a wide variety of 
commands, making your life that much simpler and more elegant.

wIreLeSS poSSIBILITIeS pair your Bluetooth®-compatible 
smartphone with your QX60, and a hands-free world opens up.5 
receive and place calls. Stream your favorite playlists from portable 
music players. all with the touch of a steering wheel button.6



 EFFORTLESSLY
 EXTEND YOUR
 ABILITIES
Cruise smarter. Navigate easier. Steer truer. View clearer. 
Follow steadier. With driver-enhancing technologies, you 
can now move with a new level of ease.

driver aids

CRUISE SMARTER
Set your desired speed and distance and Intelligent 
Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range)1,8 can automatically 
adjust your speed in slowing traffic. When traffic 
speeds resume, Intelligent Cruise Control can bring 
you back up to your preset speed and distance.

NAVIGATE EASIER
Find your way through busy streets and unfamiliar 
territory. INFINITI InTouch™ with Navigation1,4 lets you 
choose a view that’s most intuitive to you — a 2D 
overhead view or a 3D perspective. Lane Guidance will 
also help escort you exactly where you need to be for 
exits and interchanges.

STEER TRUER
The Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure 
Prevention Systems1,9 monitor lane markings and will 
warn you if you start to drift. If the drift continues, the 
Lane Departure Prevention System will ease your 
vehicle back towards the center of your lane by 
applying the brakes on the opposite side of the vehicle.

FOLLOW STEADIER
Distance Control Assist1,12 looks ahead and warns you if 
your following distance becomes too short. If detected, 
and you do not take your foot off the accelerator pedal, 
the system will automatically apply up to 40% of 
braking power and push back on the pedal.

VIEW CLEARER
Gain a new perspective on what’s around you. With the 
Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection and 
Front and Rear Sonar System,1,10,11 it’s easier to see and 
maneuver in even the tightest spaces. Four cameras and one 
virtual 360° view from above elevate your parking expertise 
while also alerting you whether a moving or stationary 
object is detected close by.



 effortlessly
 extend your
 awareness
A unique combination of active and passive 
safety innovations enhance your ability to 
respond instinctively.

safety

PREPARED TO PROTECT During emergency braking situations, the 
Front Pre-Crash Seat Belts are automatically tightened.1

ENHANCED PROTECTION Based on the severity of the crash and 
seat belt usage, the INFINITI Advanced Air Bag System adjusts 
inflation in the dual-stage front supplemental air bags. Also featured 
are front seat-mounted side-impact supplemental air bags and 
roof-mounted curtain side-impact supplemental air bags.17

STRONGER AND LIGHTER Ultra high-strength steel is twice as 
strong as conventional steel and is built around you to enhance your 
safety in case of a collision.

RESPOND TO yOUR SURROUNDINGS Forward Emergency Braking 
with Pedestrian Detection1,13 can detect vehicles in the lane ahead of 
you. If deceleration is needed to help minimize a collision or even help 
prevent one, the accelerator pedal can be pushed up and the brakes 
can be applied. The system adds another dimension of security by also 
looking out for pedestrians that enter your vehicle’s path.

SENSES WHERE yOU CAN’T SEE The Blind Spot Warning and Blind 
Spot Intervention® Systems1,14 use sensors to help alert you to a 
vehicle detected entering the blind spot area in an adjacent lane and 
helps you avoid it. First, the warning light illuminates. Then, if you 
begin moving toward the occupied lane, a warning sounds. The system 
will even apply opposite side brakes to help you guide your vehicle 
back toward the center of your current driving lane.

MORE CONFIDENT IN REvERSE Backup Collision Intervention1,15 
increases your awareness and ability to react. As you back up, the 
system warns you if approaching vehicles and large stationary objects 
are detected behind your vehicle and can help you avoid a collision by 
applying the brakes.

RECOGNIZING DANGER Predictive Forward Collision Warning1,16 
uses radar to continuously monitor not only the vehicle directly ahead 
of you but the vehicle in front of that one as well. If the system 
detects a potential risk, it provides an alert and tightens the driver’s 
seat belt to help restrain you.



 UNITE
 POWER
 WITH
 CONTROL
Experience performance that’s innately in 
tune to the conditions so you’ll feel more 
in command.

engineering

MAXIMIZE YOUR DESIRE INFINITI Drive Mode Selector allows you 
to select a driving experience that fits your needs of the moment, with 
four options: Standard Mode, appropriate for everyday conditions; 
Eco Mode, which helps increase fuel economy; Sport Mode, which 
allows for sportier acceleration; and Snow Mode, helping you maintain 
control and avoid spinning wheels in snowy conditions.

KEEP YOU IN PLACE Navigate over hilly terrain effortlessly. The 
Hill Start Assist system allows you to get started without rolling 
backward. Brakes are automatically applied to help prevent your 
vehicle from moving and will hold it momentarily until the accelerator 
is applied.

A CONTINUOUS RUSH Acceleration Swell is our vision of power, 
dedicated to delivering a shape and feel to acceleration. By precisely 
tuning the engine to unleash torque at a broader rev range, the force 
you feel seems to increase the faster you go, making Acceleration 
Swell feel more like a limitless rush than a momentary thrill.

ASSISTING EFFICIENCY To help improve fuel economy, the Eco 
Pedal1 system counteracts with the pedal push-back control 
mechanism if an excess of pressure on the accelerator is detected. An 
indicator on the instrument panel will also indicate the optimal level 
for fuel-efficient driving.

EXCEPTIONALLY SMOOTH The QX60 changes the way you feel 
power without ever changing gears, thanks to a Continuously 
Variable Transmission. CVT replaces traditional gears with a 
continuously adjusting belt, meaning you’ll always have the optimum 
setting for responsive acceleration, fuel efficiency and the feeling of 
effortless smoothness.

INTUITIVE TRACTION INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive1 adjusts 
for better traction by sending anywhere from zero to 50% of the 
power to the rear wheels, enhancing available traction and control 
when conditions are compromised. When all-wheel drive is not 
needed, 100% of the power is channelled to the front wheels.

295
HP

3.5-LITER V6 DIRECT INJECTION ENGINE A paragon of 
power and efficiency, the new V6 features advanced direct 
injection technology to help increase power and torque while 
retaining its legendary smoothness and response.



 FEATURES

 TECHNICAL DATA

POWER
Automatic-on/off High Intensity Discharge (HID) bi-functional xenon headlights

LED fog lights (front)

LED day time running lights

LED rear brake lights and center high-mounted stoplight (CHMSL)

UV-reducing solar glass

Power folding outside mirrors with reverse tilt-down feature

Power sliding tinted glass moonroof with one-touch auto open/close, tilt feature and sliding sunshade

Power rear liftgate

Integrated rear spoiler

Front door handle courtesy lights

INFINITI Intelligent Key with Illuminated Push Button Ignition

Tri-Zone Automatic Temperature Control system (ATC) with microfilter

Power windows with illuminated switches and one-touch auto-up/down with auto-reverse feature

Power door locks with automatic locking feature
Front center console with armrest, dual-level storage compartment, 
12-volt power outlet, auxiliary input jacks and USB connection port1

Rear-seat heating vents under first and second-row seats

Rear console-mounted and third-row side trim cooling vents

Retained accessory power for windows and moonroof

Sequential welcome lighting illuminated entry system and overhead ambient light

8 cup holders and 6 bottle holders

Leather-appointed seating

Dual-occupant memory system for driver’s seat, steering wheel and outside mirrors, linked to individual Intelligent Keys

60/40-split folding, sliding second-row bench seat

QX60 STANDARD FEATURES
8-way power driver’s seat

6-way power front-passenger’s seat

Entry/exit assist for driver’s seat and steering wheel

Heated front seats

Multi-mode second-row seat for easy third-row entry/exit, including ability to access the third row even with a child seat installed

50/50-split folding third-row seat with recline

Maple interior accents

12 Speaker 2.0CH Unique Styling Bose Centrepoint Audio System with 1DVD, MP3, AM/FM SSV Radio, Bluetooth, VTR_JACK, 2USB, AUX

9.3 GB Music Box® hard drive

USB connection port for iPod® interface and other compatible devices6

Power tilt and telescopic steering column

Bluetooth® hands-free Phone System5

INFINITI Controller for navigation, audio, climate control, fuel economy, maintenance, and comfort and convenience features

INFINITI InTouch™ Navigation System with 8-inch WVGA color touch-screen display, Lane Guidance and Arabic language support

Around View Monitor with Moving Object Detection4 and Front and Rear Sonar System11

Cruise control with steering wheel-mounted switches

INFINITI Intelligent-View™ Display

Park Guide with voice guidance and line markings18

QX60 OPTIONAL FEATURES*
Rain-sensing front windshield wipers

Second and third-row panoramic moonroof with power rear sunshade

Power tip-up buttons for third-row seats in cargo area

Roof rails

QX60 OPTIONAL FEATURES*
Advanced Climate Control System with auto-recirculation, Plasmacluster™ air purifier and Grape Polyphenol Filter
120 V power outlet19

Climate-controlled front seats
14 Speaker 2.0CH Unique Styling Bose Centrepoint Audio System with Driver’s audio stage, 1DVD, MP3, AM/FM SSV Radio, Bluetooth, 
VTR_JACK, 2USB, AUX
Remote engine start
Dual 8-inch color monitors for multimedia video playback (rear, front headrest mounted) 
with two wireless headphones and wireless remote control
Blind Spot Warning (BSW) & Blind Spot Intervention® systems14

Backup Collision Intervention (BCI)15

Lane Departure Warning (LDW) and Lane Departure Prevention (LDP)9

Distance Control Assist (DCA)12

Forward Emergency Braking (FEB) with Pedestrian Detection13, Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA)20 
with Predictive Forward Collision Warning (PFCW)16

Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range)8

Active Trace Control (Adjusts vehicle braking and engine torque to help enhance cornering feel)
Front Pre-Crash Seat Belts

POWER
Engine 3.5-liter 24-valve V6 engine, aluminium-alloy block and heads

Valvetrain
Double overhead camshaft (DOHC), 4 valves per cylinder with microfinished 
camshafts. Continuously Variable Valve Timing Control System (CVTCS)  
optimizes opening of intake valves

Horsepower 295 hp at 6,400 rpm
Torque 350 Nm at 4,800 rpm

Transmission Electronically controlled Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT).
Manual shift modes offers sequentially selectable manual gearshifts

Drive type Intelligent All-Wheel Drive (AWD)

HANDLING
Steering Type Vehicle-speed-sensitive power steering

Turning diameter 11.8 m
Suspension Front Independent MacPherson, strut with coil springs over shock absorbers, stabilizer bar

Rear Independent, multi-link with coil springs and shock absorbers, stabilizer bar
Brakes (Front/rear) 320 x 28 mm ventilated discs/308 x 16 mm ventilated discs; 4-wheel, 4-channel ABS

WHEELS AND TYRES
Standard 20 x 7.5-inch, split 15-spoke aluminium-alloy wheels with 235/55 R 20 all-season tyres
Spare tyre Temporary use, T165/90 R 18

DIMENSIONS AND FIGURES
Exterior Overall length 5,092 mm

Overall width (without mirrors) 1,960 mm
Overall width (with mirrors) 2,181 mm
Wheelbase 2,900 mm

WEIGHT AND CAPACITY
Curb weight Premium Grade: 2063 kg Comfort Grade: 2113 kg
Fuel capacity 74 l

*Factory installed options, check with your local dealer for avaliability at the time of purchase.
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INFINItI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colors. swatches may vary slightly due 
to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. please see the actual colors at your local INFINItI retailer. 

this brochure is intended for general descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an offer, representation or warranty 
(express or implied) by INFINItI middle east or any of the INFINItI retailers. Interested parties should confirm the accuracy of any information in this brochure as it relates 
to a vehicle directly with their respective INFINItI retailer, before relying on it to make a purchase decision. INFINItI middle east, reserves the right to make changes, at 
any time, without prior notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications, and models and to discontinue models or equipment. due to continuous product 
development and other pre- and post-production factors, actual vehicle, materials and specifications may vary from this brochure. some vehicles shown with optional 
equipment. see the actual vehicle for complete accuracy. availability and delivery times for particular models or equipment may vary. specifications, options and 
accessories may differ from one country to another. For additional information on availability, options or accessories, see your INFINItI retailer.

1 available on select models. 2 Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. always secure all cargo. Heavy loading of the vehicle with cargo, especially on 
the roof, will affect the handling and stability of the vehicle. 3 slide-forward function should not be performed with the Crs occupied. 4 Never program while driving. 
Gps mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status. 5 availability of specific features is dependent upon the phone’s bluetooth® support. please 
refer to your phone owner’s manual for details. bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by bluetooth sIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by INFINItI is under 
license. 6 driving is serious business and requires your full attention. If you have to use the connected device while driving, exercise extreme caution at all times so full 
attention may be given to vehicle operation. 7 state laws may apply; review local laws before using. 8 Intelligent Cruise Control is not a collision avoidance or warning 
device. designed to use limited braking. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident. 9 the lane departure Warning/lane departure prevention systems 
operate only when the lane markings are clearly visible on the road. speed limitations apply. see your owner’s manual for more details. 10 aVm with mod cannot 
completely eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. mod operates at vehicles speeds below 5 mph. always check surroundings and turn to look behind you 
before moving vehicle. 11 the sonar system is a convenience, not a substitute for proper parking and/or backing procedures. always check that it is safe to do so before 
moving vehicle. may not detect every object. 12 distance Control assist helps maintain a distance to the vehicle in front of you under certain conditions. Not a collision 
avoidance system. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident. 13 Feb with pedestrian detection is not a replacement for responsible driving. may not provide 
braking or pedestrian detection in certain conditions. limitations apply. see owner’s manual for details. 14 blind spot Warning/blind spot Intervention systems are not 
a substitute for proper lane change procedures. the systems will not prevent contact with other vehicles or accidents. they may not detect every vehicle or object around 
you. 15 bCI will not detect every object, and speed limitations apply. always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. see owner’s manual 
for details. 16 pFCW is intended to warn you before a collision occurs; it cannot prevent a collision. speed and other limitations apply. see owner’s manual for 
details. 17 air bags are only a supplemental restraint system; always wear your seat belt. even with the occupant-classification sensor, rear-facing child restraints should 
not be placed in the front-passenger’s seat. all children 12 and under should ride in the rear seat properly secured in child restraints, booster seats, or seat belts according 
to their size. air bags will only inflate in certain accidents; see your owner’s manual for more details. 18 park guide is a convenience, not a substitute for proper parking 
procedures, and may not detect exact space around the vehicle. always check your surroundings before moving the vehicle into the parking spot. ensure su.cient parking 
space is available. 19 do not use with accessories that exceed 120V, 150W power drain. 20 Iba is not a collision avoidance system. It may not provide warning or 
braking in certain conditions, never rely solely on Iba.

ipod is a registered trademark of apple Inc. bose is a registered trademark of the bose Corporation.



 GENUINE INFINITI 
 ACCESSORIES

CARGO AREA PROTECTOR WITH FLIP-UP FUNCTION  
–  Keeps cargo area clean and helps protect it from 

scratches and damage. 
–  Water-resistant heavy duty cargo area protection. 

Covers the 3rd row while folded down or flips up if 
3rd row is in use for extreme flexibility. 

– Available in graphite.

SPLASH GUARDS  
–  Reduces dirt spray on lower body panels while helping 

to prevent nicks and scratches caused by road debris.
– Contoured to match wheel openings.
– Adds style while helping protect your resale value.

CARGO NET  
– Helps keep items from shifting during driving.
–  Nylon-cord trunk net with tie-down hooks in the cargo 

area helps secure loose items and keep them organized.

ROOF RAIL CROSSBARS (2-PIECE SET)  
–  Crossbars integrate into existing roof rails for 

maximum utility.
–  Add crossbars to carry all necessary roof-rail 

attachments.
– Wind-tunnel-tested design.

UNDERFLOOR STORAGE DIVIDER  
–  Keeps items from rolling around in the underfloor 

storage bin.
–  Dividers easily partition the underfloor storage 

bin into three sections for increased functionality 
and organization.

REAR CARGO COVER  
–  Keeps your valuables safe and out of sight with this 

easy foldable cargo cover. 
–  Stores easily in its included bag in the under floor 

storage compartment.

STAINLESS STEEL REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR  
–  Protects your bumper from dings and scratches while 

enhancing the appearance of your vehicle.
–  Stainless steel for a sophisticated appearance and 

durable wear.

The same exacting standards applied to the 
creation of an INFINITI vehicle go into designing 
and manufacturing Genuine INFINITI Accessories. 
With a wide array of quality products designed 
to integrate seamlessly, you can be assured of 
a custom fit and finish.

ACCESSORY SHOWN
Roof rail crossbars and splash guards.



Technical Partner

INFINITI IS THE TECHNICAL PARTNER of the Renault Sport 
Formula One™ Team for the co-development of the Power Unit’s 
Energy Recovery System, which recovers and deploys electric 
energy to boost the internal combustion engine.

THE INFINITI ENGINEERING ACADEMY is a global search and 
training programme for the most talented students in engineering 
to be placed at INFINITI Technical Centre and Renault Sport 
Formula One™ Team facilities.

INFINITI is proud to be a technical partner of  
the new Renault Sport Formula One™ team. 

#infinitif1

 THE NEW RENAULT SPORT  
 FORMULA ONE™ TEAM.



ESTABLISHED IN 1989, INFINITI has now grown to include saloons, coupés, 
convertibles, crossovers and SUVs in its line-up and spans 50 countries 
worldwide. INFINITI is unique and distinctive – not trying to be all things to all  
people, but everything to some people. At the heart of the INFINITI brand  
is a history of human attentiveness where the belief that the total ownership 
experience is much more important than just the car itself, coupled with  
a commitment to delivering a more empowering, more assured and more 
exhilarating driving and ownership experience. 

INFINITI HAS COME to be recognised as a brand that delivers expressive and  
striking car design. A distinctive design crafted by human hand and delivered 
with a powerful and daring presence on the road. This, combined with an 
obsessive attention to detail and precision engineering, all contribute to the 
feeling that to drive an INFINITI is something special.

 UNDENIABLE  
 PRESENCE. 
 UNFORGETTABLE  
 EXPERIENCE.
The INFINITI vehicle range defies convention  
and redefines the premium segment  
through empowering technologies and  
expressive design.
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All illustrations, photographs and specifications in this catalogue are based on the latest product information. Specifications may vary from product shown.  
Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. INFINITI reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice, and to discontinue models or equipment.  

Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colour.  
Features and specifications are subject to change depending on market requirements. Please consult your local dealer and see actual vehicles for complete accuracy. 

© 2017 INFINITI




